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This concludes the formal AREVA NP response to the seventh RAI regarding ANP-10285P, and there are no
questions from this RAI for which AREVA NP has not provided a response.

If you have any questions related to this information, please contact Len Gucwa by telephone at
434-832-3466, or by e-mail at Len.Gucwa.ext@areva.com.

Sincerely,

edro Salas, Director
Regulatory Affairs

AREVA NP Inc.

Enclosures:
1. Proprietary Version of "Response to a Request for Additional Information Regarding ANP-10285P,

'Fuel Assembly Mechanical Design Topical Report,' RAIs 64 Through 71"
2. Non-Proprietary Version of "Response to a Request for Additional Information Regarding ANP-10285P,

'Fuel Assembly Mechanical Design Topical Report,' RAIs 64 Through 71"
3. Notarized Affidavit

cc: A. M. Snyder
Docket 52-020



AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA )
) ss.

CITY OF LYNCHBURG )

1. My name is Gayle F. Elliott. I am Manager, Product Licensing, for AREVA NP

Inc. (AREVA NP) and as such I am authorized to execute this Affidavit.

2. I am familiar with the criteria applied by AREVA NP to determine whether

certain AREVA NP information is proprietary. I am familiar with the policies established by

AREVA NP to ensure the proper application of these criteria.

3. I am familiar with the AREVA NP information contained in the document titled

"Response to Seventh Request for Additional Information - ANP-1 0285P, 'U.S. EPR Fuel

Assembiy iviechanicai Design Iopicai Report,' RAis 64 through 71," dated May 2013, add

referred to herein as "Document." Information contained in this Document has been classified

by AREVA NP as proprietary in accordance with the policies established by AREVA NP for the

control and protection of proprietary and confidential information.

4. This Document contains information of a proprietary and confidential nature

and is of the type customarily held in confidence by AREVA NP and not made available to the

public. Based on my experience, I am aware that other companies regard information of the

kind contained in this Document as proprietary and confidential.

5. This Document has been made available to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission in confidence with the request that the information contained in this Document be

withheld from public disclosure. The request for withholding of proprietary information is made in

accordance with 10 CFR 2.390. The information for which withholding from disclosure is



requested qualifies under 10 CFR 2.390(a)(4) "Trade secrets and commercial or financial

information":

6. The following criteria are customarily applied by AREVA NP to determine

whether information should be classified as proprietary:

(a) The information reveals details of AREVA NP's research and development

plans and programs or their results.

(b) Use of the information by a competitor would permit the competitor to

significantly reduce its expenditures, in time or resources, to design, produce,

or market a similar product or service.

(c) The information includes test data or analytical techniques concerning a

process, methodology, or component, the application of which results in a

competitive advantage for AREVA NP.

(d) The information reveals certain distinguishing aspects of a process,

methodology, or component, the exclusive use of which provides a

competitive advantage for AREVA NP in product optimization or marketability.

(e) The information is vital to a competitive advantage held by AREVA NP, would

be helpful to competitors to AREVA NP, and would likely cause substantial

harm to the competitive position of AREVA NP.

The information in the Document is considered proprietary for the reasons set forth in

paragraphs 6(c) and 6(d) above.

7. In accordance with AREVA NP's policies governing the protection and control

of information, proprietary information contained in this Document has been made available, on

a limited basis, to others outside AREVA NP only as required and under suitable agreement

providing for nondisclosure and limited use of the information.



8. AREVA NP policy requires that proprietary information be kept in a secured

file or area and distributed on a need-to-know basis.

9. The foregoing statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge,

information, and belief.

SUBSCRIBED before me this J1L21
day of MAh 2013.

Sherry L. McFaden
NOTARY PUBLIC, COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 10/31/2014
Reg.#7079129

FSHERRY L. MCFADENJNotary Publicb

Commonwealth of Virginia
7079129

My Commissioo n Expires Oct 31, 2014
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RAI 64:

Demonstrate the applicability of the BA W- 10133P-A methodology to the U. S. EPR fuel
integrity evaluation under seismic and LOCA conditions.

i. Justify that the linear analysis approach and analysis procedures are
sufficient to conservatively predict the U.S. EPR fuel vibration behavior
using the method described in BAW-10133P-A.

The BAW-10133P-A methodology is characterized in this question as a "linear
analysis approach" because the fuel assembly bundle stiffness is represented
as a constant in the core dynamics model, and this simplified model ,
formulation does not precisely match the actual nonlinear behavior of a
vibrating fuel assembly. This methodology describes a procedure for
linearizing the nonlinear fuel bundle stiffness based on fixed, absolute
measurements and is considered not adjustable or scalable for different fuel
assembly designs. The BAW-10133P-A methodology crated a model for the
MARK C that was found to be adequate by NRC technical review, but it is not
clear that applying the same inflexible methodology to the U.S. EPR, which
has significant physical differences, will yield conservative results. Ultimately,
the question is whether or not the BAW-10133P-A methodology, when applied
to the U.S. EPR, can be demonstrated to conservatively calculate the impact
forces and fuel assembly component stresses. The linear bundle stiffness
representation and the inflexible procedure for defining that stiffness are
features of the methodology that makes its application to the EPR
questionable.

ii. Evaluate the differences between the U.S. EPR fuel design and the MARK
C fuel design and justify why the original method is applicable. Other
relevant fuel designs may also be included with a complete set of the
following information. For each fuel assembly design, including the U. S.
EPR and the MARK C, provide the following:
a. The bundle stiffness, impact stiffness, grid strength, damping constants

and all model data that affect the fuel assembly dynamic response.
b. A table containing the CASAC model properties for each fuel assembly

type.
c. A comparison between model data and test data.

Response to RAI 64:

Applicability of the Methodology to U.S. EPR Fuel Assemblies

The AREVA fuel assembly faulted analysis methodology, defined in References 1 and 2 as well
as other similar methods, has been approved and applied to a variety of fuel assembly types
with varied cross-sections, lengths, and spacer grid types. The NRC-approved methodology for
fuel assembly faulted analyses (seismic and loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)) is applicable to
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the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design. The statement is supported by a number of factors
including:

1. Similarities of U.S. EPR fuel assembly characteristics to those fuel assemblies explicitly
approved by the NRC for use with the seismic methodology.

2. The key dynamic characteristics that are important to the methodology are measured for
each specific application. With specific measurements of key dynamic characteristics, the
methodology is not dependent upon bundle length.

3. The available fuel assembly lateral gaps in the core constrain motions and are similar for all
designs.

4. The AREVA NP treatment of fuel assembly frequency characteristics is consistent with other
approved methodologies used in the industry.

Further discussion on each of these points is provided below:

1. Similarities of U.S. EPR fuel assembly characteristics to those fuel assemblies explicitly
approved by the NRC for use with the seismic methodology.

The similarity of the characteristics of the U.S. EPR fuel assembly to other fuel assemblies
for which the methodologies have been approved is shown in Table 64-1. The fuel
assemblies that the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is compared to are the Mark-C (applicability of
faulted analyses approved in Reference 1), the Advanced Mark-BW (applicability of faulted
analyses approved in Reference 2, 3, and 4), the Mark-B (applicability of faulted analyses
approved in Reference 5), and the Mark-B HTP, which has been approved on a plant
specific bases for each Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) plant.

The BAW-10133PA methodology (Reference 1 and 2) is not dependent on fuel assembly
bundle length. Each design is tested individually and the key dynamic characteristics are
defined based on the test results. To compare the dynamic characteristics for various
designs, a uniform criterion for comparison must be employed. The natural frequency of
any beam in bending depends on the beam physical characteristics and the support
conditions. The general equation is:

Ck= (k )Y ýL 4

where (, is the natural frequency, E is Young's Modulus, I is the section inertia (calculated
as the simple sum of the slender component (fuel rods and guide tubes) inertias), m is the
mass per unit length, L is the span length, and Xk is the corresponding root of the
characteristic equation, which depends only on the support conditions, and" not on the beam

characteristics. The natural frequency of various fuel assemblies versus L4 provides

a consistent comparison on a uniform basis of the stiffening effect of the grids on the slender
components (see Figure 64-1). Additional discussion regarding the stiffening effect of grids
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on the slender components is provided below under the heading "Sources and Magnitude of

Non-linearity in U.S. EPR Fuel Assembly".

An examination of the data shows that the HTP design family data points fall along a straight

line spanning a frequency range of ],and a range of

[ ]. This wide range of frequencies spans a diverse family of fuel
assemblies, with various aspect ratios (i.e., ratio of lateral dimensional characteristics to
length), component stiffness, and end-support designs. The HTP spacer grids have similar
stiffening effects when considered on a proportional basis. This is due to the fact that the
average grid span is almost the same for all HTP designs and to the very consistent
behavior of the HTP fuel rod to grid contact mechanism.

The HTP data in Figure 64-1 illustrates that the HTP fuel design family has a very consistent
behavior, and that conclusions derived from the existing designs in terms of frequency
variation can be extended to different designs.

2. The key dynamic characteristics that are important to the methodology are measured for
each specific application. With specific measurements of key dynamic characteristics, the
methodology is not dependent upon bundle length.

The dynamic characteristics for the various fuel assembly designs are summarized in
Table 64-1. Despite the length differences between all of the applicable fuel designs, the
fuel assembly faulted analysis methodology establishes a means of generically
characterizing the dynamic behavior of PWR fuel assemblies. The fuel assemblies in
Table 64-1 exhibit similar dynamic characteristics.

3. The available fuel assembly lateral gaps in the core constrain motions and are similar for all
designs.

The available fuel assembly lateral gap for the U.S.EPR core is similar to the available gaps
for other fuel assemblies for which the faulted analyses methodology has been approved.
Per Table 64-1, the maximum lateral displacement possible for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly
is 1.180 inches compared to 1.092 inches for the Mark-C and 1.453 inches for the Advanced
Mark-BW. The maximum lateral displacement possible for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is
within the range of values for other fuel and core designs.

4. The AREVA NP treatment of fuel assembly frequency characteristics is consistent with other
approved methodologies used in the industry.

The fuel assembly stiffness is treated as constant in the fuel assembly faulted analysis
methodology (References 1 and 2). The fuel assembly stiffness is also treated as a
constant in the Reference 6 methodology. The Reference 6 methodology is used for the
operating reactors that use primarily 12-foot fuel assemblies; and for the AP-1000, which
uses 14-foot fuel assemblies. The fuel assembly stiffness is also treated as a constant in
Reference 7, another faulted analyses methodology historically used by AREVA.
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Applicability of Linear Aspects of the AREVA Faulted Analysis Methodology to the U.S.
EPR Fuel Assembly

The characteristics of the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design have been shown to be similar to
other fuel assembly designs for which the NRC has accepted the use of the linear model
(see Table 64-1). The NRC acceptance of the linear model is supported by the number of
different topical reports for AREVA and other fuel vendors in which the linear model is used and
by specific statements in References 1 and 2.

The key statements in the NRC SER for the topical report, and in the topical report itself are:

SER for BAW-10133PA (Reference 1) states:

"Both models (vertical and horizontal) contain non-linear elements required to
model non-linear geometry and material conditions present in the core internal
design. Examples of such conditions present include gaps, compression only
elements, preloaded members, friction and plastic deformation." Also, "This non-
linear stiffness is assumed to be of second order for the lateral response
calculations."

BAW-10133PA Revision 1, Addendum 1 and 2 (Reference 2), Section 2.2.2.4, states:

"Fuel assembly frequency and dampening are determined at [ ] inch lateral
deflection because it is a conservative approximation (dampening increases with
increasing deflection and frequency is an inverse function of deflection)."

Due to the similarity of the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design to other fuel assembly designs, a
single deflection benchmark can appropriately represent the average deflection occurring
across the core (a benchmark at the maximum deflection is not as representative).

Sources and Magnitude of Non-linearity in U.S. EPR Fuel Assembly

Treated as individual structural components, the fuel rods and fuel assembly cage are simple
structures and can each be shown to be appropriately modeled with linear components over the
range of constrained motion for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel assembly. The non-
linearity present in the complete fuel assembly must be attributed to the result of interaction
between these two simple structures (the fuel rods and the spacer grids). This degree of non-
linearity can be manifested through sliding friction between the fuel rods and the spacer grids as
a result of fuel assembly bending, the non-linearity of the fuel rod to spacer grid rotational
stiffness, and the dry friction dissipation introduced by the relative rotation of the fuel rod with
respect to the spacer grid. In general, these forms of non-linear behavior are driven by the
imposed lateral deflection on the bundle. Furthermore, the degree of non-linearity associated
with each of these manifestations can be scaled on a relative basis based on the ratio of the
displacement amplitude and the length of the support span (AIL). While the U.S. EPR fuel
assembly is longer than other fuel designs where the AREVA faulted analysis methodology has
been approved and applied, it also has the lowest AIL ratio; and, therefore, the lowest degree of
non-linearity among designs for which the faulted analysis methodology has been approved
(see Table 64-1).
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Table 64-1 also includes maximum lateral displacements of the fuel assembly calculated from
core row models for Mark-BW, Mark-B-HTP, and the U.S. EPR designs. It is observed that the
U.S. EPR displacements are higher than the other designs. This is due to the higher level of
seismic excitation evaluated in these respective cases (0.3 g maximum ground acceleration for
the U.S. EPR design versus 0.15 - 0.2 g for the other designs). A comparison of these designs,
based on consistent seismic inputs, would yield deflections that are more comparable than what
is shown in Table 64-1.

The smaller degree of non-linearity for the U.S. EPR HTP fuel assembly design is also
demonstrated in Figure 64-2, where the lateral stiffness tests for the EPR fuel assembly are
compared to the similar results on a 12-foot W-17 (Westinghouse type fuel assembly, 17x17
fuel rod array) HTP beginning-of-life (BOL) assembly. Figure 64-2 shows that the degree of
non-linear effects on the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is slightly less than for the 12-foot W-17 HTP
assembly. This supports the conclusion that the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is within the design
space of previously NRC-approved AREVA fuel designs which were modeled with a linear
formulation.

The non-linearity in a fuel assembly is observed in the variation in fuel assembly stiffness and
natural frequency as a result of changes in lateral deflection amplitude. As a simple means of
assessing the sensitivity of the linear model due to a change in bundle frequency, multiple core
region mechanical row models have been executed with varying fuel assembly natural
frequency under seismic time histories corresponding to all soil cases discussed in
Reference 10. In particular, cases have been run with fuel assembly frequencies which vary

from [ ] of the frequency measured on a beginning-of-life fuel assembly at an

amplitude of [ ] inches. The maximum spacer grid impacts that resulted from the analyses
performed across this range of frequencies are summarized in Figure 64-3.

The data supports the following observations:

* The maximum grid impact loads across all time histories and all core row models are bound

inside a [ I range relative to the nominal BOL frequency case.
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* The faulted analysis methodology and SRP 4.2 require a ±10% sensitivity study to be
performed on the reported outputs with respect to the input frequency and amplitude, in
effect repositioning the bundle natural frequency with respect to the input frequency content.
The frequency sweep method can be thought of as means of achieving the same result. In
this context, it can be observed that a ±10% sensitivity study at BOL and EOL I

] accounts for a significant portion of the variation seen in the
results. Only one data point from the expanded frequency sweep would fall outside of the
variation indicated from a ±10% sensitivity study. Since the final results will report the
impact loads over the expanded frequency sweep range, the method is deemed
conservative.

* It should be noted that the +15% case, which generates the highest impact load, is not
representative of a physical condition that can be attained. This high fuel assembly
frequency manifests itself at very low amplitudes of vibration. These low amplitudes of
vibration cannot simultaneously exist with high-impact loads that occur with core gap
closure. The inclusion of this case in the U.S. EPR methodology is a significant
conservatism.

* The expected effect of fuel assembly frequency variation under either irradiation or
increasing deflection amplitude (both of which result in a lower fuel assembly stiffness /
frequency) is less than the total variation of ±15% that would be acceptable under SPR 4.2
without triggering margin penalties. However, for this evaluation, the limiting impact loads
from the frequency sweep are conservatively considered in defining margin.

The capability of the frequency sweep approach to predict conservative impact loads is justified
by the fact that non-linear systems tend to disperse the response over a range of frequencies.
Conversely, linear systems concentrate the response around resonant frequencies; and,
therefore, the frequency sweep approach with a linear model is more likely to maximize loads
over the frequency range of interest.

Concerning the non-grid component stress (guide tubes, end fitting connections, etc.), the
stresses are obtained directly from two benchmarked 3-D finite element models (one BOL and
one end-of-life (EOL) [ ] The guide tube stress is
controlled by lateral displacement, and this lateral displacement is constrained by the fuel
assembly gaps, which do not change from BOL to EOL. Also, the EOL condition is
characterized by a higher yield stress due to irradiation and lower bundle stiffness. Therefore,
the BOL condition is limiting both in terms of stress and allowable stress. The sensitivity of
guide tube stresses as a result of variations in fuel assembly frequency/stiffness is, therefore,
known and can be conservatively captured under beginning of life conditions.

Additional Information: NRC Guidance on Linear Model

Reference 8, Section 4.2.1, discusses the potential sources of analytical uncertainties for
predicted spacer grid loads. The following relevant paragraph is reproduced for convenience:

"A margin to account for analytical uncertainties in the calculation of spacer grid
impact loads has been determined by quantifying postulated sources of errors or
uncertainties not accounted for in the mechanical response analysis directly.
The specific areas considered were in-reactor conditions, nonlinear stiffness and
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damping properties of the fuel assembly, gap tolerances, hydrodynamic mass,
sloshing, fluid damping, change in lateral end conditions due to axial loading,
barrel shell displacements, and torsion of the fuel assembly."

This indicates that the non-linear stiffness and damping properties of the fuel assembly were not
part of the direct analysis; thus, indicating that the model of choice was a linear fuel assembly
model. This conclusion is supported by more direct language in Reference 9. The conclusions
of the assessment are summarized in Table 64-2.

The conclusion of the assessment was that the fuel assembly model non-linear stiffness and
damping are second order effects. The conclusion was also detailed in the following relevant
paragraph (reproduced for convenience from Reference 8):

"Fuel assembly nonlinear stiffness, gap tolerance, and fluid sloshing all appear to
have a plus or minus effect. For larger deflections, the softening stiffness
properties of the fuel assembly would allow for higher impact velocities than
predicted by a linear stiffness representation. The change in assembly response
frequencies could, however, decrease the impact velocities to be less than those
predicted in the linear analysis. For a high energy impact situation the potential
energy stored through deflection of the assembly will be second order to the
energy removal through impact, indicating that the nonlinear stiffness effect is
second order for this condition."

Reference 9 established the independent model verification code FAMRAC to be used in the
NRC review process. The code was designed to determine PWR core region mechanical
response to lateral excitation. The fuel assembly model is described in the following paragraphs
taken from Reference 9:

"The main structural element considered is the fuel assembly which is modeled
as behaving in a linear fashion. The mode shapes and frequencies of the fuel
assembly are incorporated directly into the solution procedure. A mass matrix is
assumed for the assembly at each spacer grid elevation. Planar motion of the
fuel is assumed to take place.

The fuel assembly does not, in general, act like a uniform beam in bending,
primarily because of slipping and local rotation of the fuel rods at each spacer
grid. This nonlinear stiffness effect is assumed to be of second order when fuel
response and crushing loads are calculated.

The fuel assembly is modeled in the linear vibration displacement range. A
lumped or consistent mass matrix is generated by utilizing the fuel assembly
physical characteristics and uniformly distributing the appropriate amount of
water along the assembly. Analytical or experimental mode shapes and
frequencies, determined in air or water, are ratioed to agree as closely as
possible with reactor operating conditions."

The linear fuel assembly model is of central importance to the FAMRAC code, since the solution
algorithm relies on the decoupling of the equations of motion by using the orthogonality and
normalization of the modes. For the equations of motion to stay decoupled, the modes of the
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structure must not change as a function of vibration amplitude, or any other parameter. The
point is also emphasized in the following paragraph taken from Reference 9:

"The equations of motion solved in FAMRAC are uncoupled modal equations.
Each equation is treated independently and corresponds to one frequency of a
particular structural component. The individual structural components must,
therefore, be assumed to be linear. The discrete displacements of each fuel
node are calculated using these modal displacements."

References 8 and 9 defined the accepted industry practice for fuel assembly modeling for the
purposes of lateral seismic and LOCA loading, and are reflected in numerous approved topical
reports from various vendors (Reference 1, 2, 6 and 7).
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Table 64-1-Mechanical Design Data Comparison

U.S. EPR Mk-C Adv. Mk-BW Mk-B-HTP
Dimensional Characteristics
Array 17x17 17x17 17x17 15x15
Square Envelope (in) 8.426 8.536 8.425 8.536
Assy-to-Assy gap - hot (in) 0.070 0.062 0.082 0.080
Assy-to-Baffle gap - hot (in) 0.065 0.101 0.141 0.125
Longest Row length 17 17 15 15

Fuel Assy Length (in) [ • L ] [.J
Fuel Bundle Length, "L" (in)

Dry Fuel Assy Weight (Ibf) [ J [ [

Fuel Rod Count 265 264 264 208
Fuel Cladding Material M5® Zr-4 M5® M5®
Fuel Cladding OD (in) 0.374 0.379 0.374 0.430
Fuel Cladding ID (in) 0.329 0.324 0.329 0.380
Grid Span Effective (in) 19.34 21.09 21.04 21.60

6, Inconel 6, M5® 6- 6 MS® HTP
Intermediate Grids 8, M5® HTP 6-point point contact

contact

2, Inconel 2, Inconel 2, Inconel 6- Top, M50t
End Grid Type HMP 6-point point contact HTP; Bottom,

contact Inconel HMP
Intermediate Flow Mixer N/A N/A M5® N/A
ISG / GT Connection Spot weld Floating Floating Spot weld
Guide Tube Count 24 24 24 16

Guide Tube OD (in) j I L i L I L

Guide Tube ID (in) [J]

Guide Tube Material [ ] [ [ ]

Max. Lateral Displacement, 1.180 1.093 1.289 1.245
"A" (in)
A/L [l ) [ L [ L [ L]
Max. Lateral Displacement
Analyzed in Row Models [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
(BOL) (in)
Max. Lateral Displacement
Analyzed in Row Models [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
(EOL) (in)
Dynamic Characteristics

First Mode Frequency in
Air, at room temperature at [ ] I [ I [

[" ] inch Deflection (Hz)

BOL Bundle stiffness (Ibf/in) C C [
(range)

BOL, Hot Grid Stiffness
(Ibf/in) _ [ _ ] [ _ _ _ _[ _ _
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Note to Table 64-1: Fuel bundle length is defined as the axial span between the lower end
fitting top face and the upper end fitting lower face. This is the parameter used to normalize the
maximum lateral displacements.
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Table 64-2-Spacer Grid Load Sensitivity

TABLE I[b]

SOURCE OF ERROR QUANTIFICATION

LtKUK bUUiQL LrrLWI ON MA•HbIN

In-reactor conditions

Nonlinear stiffness and damping

Gap tolerances

Sloshing

Fluid damping

Hydrodynamic mass

Change in end conditions

Barrel shell displacements

Torsion

Lateral forces

+0.0 ; - unknown

+ second order

+ second order

+ unknown

+ 0; - unknown

+ 0; - 10 to 50 percent

+ second order
+ second order

+ second order

- 0; + 10 to 15% per/assembly

[b] Values also represent a change in calculated impact load (+ increases
the load, - decreases load).

Note to Table 64-2:

This table extracted from Reference 8: "Review of LWR Fuel System Mechanical
Response with Recommendations for Component Acceptance Criteria."
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Figure 64-2: U.S. EPR BOL and W-17 BOL Lateral Stiffness Tests
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Figure 64-3-Percent Change in U.S. EPR Spacer Grid Load versus
Frequency Shift (Relative to BOL Values at [ ] in Deflection Amplitude)
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RAI 65:

Validate CASAC's use for the U. S. EPR involving high-amplitude deflection scenarios,

using direct comparisons of CASAC results to experimental data.
i. Provide a direct comparison between U.S. EPR fuel assembly time history

response calculated by CASAC and empirical test data. For example, this
could be done by replicating a pluck test using a CASAC model and plot
the calculated and measured fuel assembly displacements to validate that
the core dynamics model can adequately (accurately or conservatively)
predict fuel assembly dynamic behavior.

ii. Provide a force-deflection curve of the U.S. EPR fuel bundle generated
from empirical lateral stiffness test data overlaid with the force-deflection
behavior of the fuel assembly as modeled in CASAC. The staff requests a
direct comparison between the realistic nonlinear stiffness behavior of the
fuel assembly and the simplified linear-elastic representation used in the
core dynamics models. If additional bundle stiffness cases beyond the
best estimate will be evaluated in CASAC, include all of the analyzed
cases for comparison.

Response to RAI 65:

CASAC is the structural analysis tool used to execute the methodology defined in Reference 2.
CASAC calculates the response of fuel assembly structural models using modeling elements
such as beams, rotational springs, translational springs, sliding elements, contact elements,
fluid-structure coupling elements, and lumped masses. Appendix A of Reference 2 provides a
more detailed description of the CASAC code.

A validation of CASAC was included as part of the methodology approved in Reference 2. In
this validation report, the numerical results generated from CASAC are compared to exact
theoretical solutions or results generated from another proven software tool (ANSYS). A total of
seven verification problems were reviewed. The collective set of verification problems were
chosen to test each aspect of the key attributes used in the core region mechanical response
analysis. In each of the seven cases, the CASAC results showed strong agreement with the
proven results. Based on this validation, CASAC was approved to implement the methodology
described in Reference 2.

The seven verification problems were:

1. Viscously Damper Free Vibration.

2. Impact'of Two Beams.

3. Fuel Assembly Lateral Model Imposed Displacements.

4. Fuel Assembly Lateral Model Imposed Loads.

5. Fuel Assembly Lateral Model Modal Analysis.

6. Fuel Assembly Lateral Model Pluck Analysis.

7. Impact of a Mass.
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The CASAC code was validated (in addition to the validation in Reference 2) against actual test
results on a row of six full-size fuel assemblies. This testing has been presented in
Reference 3. The validation included test-to-model comparisons for:

" In-air single assembly free vibration.

" In-air single assembly lateral impact test.

" In-air six assembly row - displacements and grid impact forces.

* In-water six assembly row - displacements and grid impact forces.

Selected comparison plots are reproduced below for to illustrate the results. The single
assembly free vibration during a pluck test is compared to the CASAC model predictions in
Figure 65-1. The multi-assembly forced response under a simulated earthquake time history is
compared to CASAC predictions in Figure 65-2. Finally, the comparison between the tested
and calculated maximum grid impact loads for 15 independent shaker table input time histories
is shown in Figure 65-3. The statistical comparison (based on 15 independent time histories) of
the CASAC calculated versus tested maximum grid impact loads is summarized in Table 65-1.

Figures 65-1 through 65-3 and Table 65-1 demonstrate the capability of the CASAC code to
adequately predict fuel assembly dynamic response and component loads in air and in water for
a wide range of input seismic time histories.

The second paragraph in RAI 65 specifically requests a comparison between a lateral stiffness
test and the corresponding CASAC model behavior. The comparison is provided in Figure 65-4.
The complete load vs. displacement curves for the beginning-of-life (BOL) and end-of-life (EOL)
tests are presented together with the linear loading curves of the CASAC fuel assembly models

corresponding to a frequency range of [ I relative to the benchmark at beginning
of life conditions. When analyzing Figure 65-4, it can be seen that the set of frequency shifted
CASAC models envelopes the actual loading curves. Even though the local tangent to the
loading/unloading curves may, over a small interval exceed the slopes of the linear models, it is
important to point out that the relevant aspect in this discussion is the ability of the linear model
to envelop the capability of the structure to store strain energy, which can then be retrieved as
kinetic energy during the vibratory motion. To this end, another comparison is made with the
elastic loading curve to account for the fact that a large portion of the measured lateral load is
due to friction, and that this friction force does not store strain energy. The elastic loading curve
is obtained from the total loading curve by subtracting half of the hysteresis value. The actual
comparisons for BOL and EOL are presented in Figure 65-5 and Figure 65-6.

It is apparent from Figure 65-5 that the elastic loading curve strain energy storage capability is
completely bounded by the shifted frequency curves. At any amplitude, the area under the
elastic loading curve is bounded on both the low and the high side by the area under at least
two of the frequency shifted model curves. This substantiates the conclusion that the range of
frequency shifted linear CASAC models adequately envelops the strain energy storage
capability of the actual fuel assembly. A similar conclusion for the U.S. EPR EOL fuel assembly
can be formulated based on Figure 65-6.

The Response to RAI 64 of this RAI provides a direct comparison of the important parameters
and properties for the dynamic mechanical analysis of the fuel assembly core region model.
Table 64-1 in the Response to RAI 64 presents the actual parameters of the U.S. EPR fuel
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assembly that are used to execute the methods approved in Reference 2. As demonstrated in
the Response to RAI 64, the U.S. EPR fuel assembly can be adequately represented using the
same family of parameters used to characterize other generic pressurized water reactor (PWR)
fuel assembly types, for which Reference 2 has been approved and applied.

In the comparison to other PWR fuel assembly designs for which CASAC has been applied, it
has been shown that the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design is not unique in terms of the way in
which its dynamic behavior is characterized. Given the similarity between the U.S. EPR fuel
assembly design and other generic PWR fuel assembly designs, with respect to characteristics
important to the faulted analyses methodology, the existing validation of the CASAC code is
sufficient when modeling U.S. EPR fuel assembly. Therefore, the validation of the CASAC code
presented in Reference 2 is applicable to U.S. EPR fuel assembly, as it is to other generic PWR
fuel assembly designs, and is acceptable for the implementation of the methods defined in
References 1 and 2.

References:

1. BAW-1 01 33PA, Revision 1, "Mark C Fuel Assembly LOCA-Seismic Analyses," June 1986.

2. BAW-10133PA, Revision 1, Addendum 1 and 2, "Mark C Fuel Assembly LOCA-Seismic
Analyses," October 2000.

3. E. Viallet, G. Bolsee, B. Ladoucer, T. Goubin, and J. Rigaudeau, "Validation of PWR Core
Seismic Models with Shaking Table Tests on Interacting Scale 1 Fuel Assemblies,"
presented at the 1 7th International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology (SMiRT 17) held in Prague, August 2003.

Table 65-1: Comparison of CASAC Model and Test lmpact.Loads (in water)L I
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Figure 65-1 --Comparison of CASAC Model and Test - Free Vibration (in air):

Note for Figure 65-1: The calculated result is based on a European model that was developed
as part of the work described in Reference 3.
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Figure 65-2--Comparison of CASAC Model and Test - Displacements (in air)
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Figure 65-3--Comparison of CASAC Model and Test Impact Loads for 15
Independent Input Time Histories (accelerograms) (in water)

0

Note for Figure 65-3: The calculated result is based on a European model that was developed
as part of the work described in Reference 3.
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Figure 65-4--U.S. EPR BOL and EOL Lateral Stiffness Test vs. CASAC
Models

Note for Figure 65-4: The EOL data plotted in this figure represents the EOL 2005 tests
discussed in Section 4.1.1.2.3 of Technical Report ANP-10325P (Reference 4)
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Figure 65-5--U.S. EPR BOL Elastic Loading Curve Comparison with CASAC
Models
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Figure 65-6--U.S. EPR EOL Elastic Loading Curve Comparison with CASAC
Models

Note for Figure 65-6: The EOL 2005 and EOL 2012 data plotted in this figure represent two
different test sets discussed in Section 4.1.1.2.3 of Technical Report ANP-10325P
(Reference 4)
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RAI 66:

Provide empirical fuel assembly frequency response testing data for the U.S. EPR
design that spans the full range of amplitude predicted by the core dynamics model in
both BOL and EOL conditions.

i. Is the bundle frequency in CASAC model using pluck amplitude or response
amplitude?

ii. Provide the pluck data as function response amplitude. Define how the data
was derived from test data and its relationship to CASAC model inputs.

iii. If such data is not available, justify why such information is not necessary in
order to define the basis for the prediction of the U.S. EPR fuel structure
behavior under seismic and LOCA loads.

Response to RAI 66:

RAI 66 requests that two types of data be provided for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design. The
first is to provide empirical frequency response data at deflection amplitudes that span the full
range of amplitude predicted by the core dynamics model. This range is beyond what is
required by the faulted analysis methodology (References 1 and 2). The second request is for
empirical frequency response data for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design under end-of-life
(EOL) conditions. In both cases, it will be shown that frequency variations as a result of
changes in deflection amplitude and irradiation can be adequately addressed by performing a

sweep of fuel assembly frequencies from [ ] of the frequency measured on a

beginning-of-life (BOL) fuel assembly at an amplitude of [ ] inches.

The basis for the faulted analysis methodology is a linear fuel assembly model with constant
frequency and damping characteristics. As described in Reference 2, Addendum 1,
Section 2.2.2.4:

"Fuel assembly frequency and dampening are determined at ' ] inch lateral
deflection because it is a conservative approximation (dampening increases with
increasing deflection and frequency is an inverse function of deflection)."

The reference amplitude of [ ] inch remains applicable for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly
because the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is subjected to similar lateral deflections in comparison to
other PWR fuel assembly types for which the fuel assembly faulted analysis methodology has
been approved and applied. The maximum lateral displacement is not related to fuel assembly
height, but rather is limited by the cumulative gap available across the core. The available
lateral displacement for the U.S. EPR fuel assembly is within the range of available
displacements for other PWR fuel assembly designs for which the fuel assembly faulted
analysis methodology has been explicitly approved. This is shown in Table 64-1.

The frequency/stiffness behavior of the fuel assembly varies with deflection amplitude. This
phenomenon is demonstrated by empirical testing performed on a wide variety of fuel assembly
types. Figure 66-1 shows that the high thermal performance (HTP) family of fuel assemblies, of
which the U.S. EPR fuel assembly design is a member, has a distinct and repeatable pattern of
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behavior. The measured HTP fuel assembly frequency variation as a function of displacement
amplitude for the BOL condition is shown in Figure 66-2 to be within approximately

I ] of the frequency measured at an amplitude of [ ] inches. As
expected, less variation is seen in the bundle frequency variation with respect to deflection
amplitude in the EOL condition. This is because the interaction of the fuel rods with the spacer
is reduced due to the relaxation of the spacer springs. Therefore, the behavior of the U.S. EPR
fuel assembly across a wide range of deflection amplitudes can be predicted based on a single
frequency measurement at an amplitude of [ ] inches.

The Reference 1 and 2 methodology requires that the effects of irradiation be addressed. The
U.S. EPR EOL fuel assembly characteristics can be predicted based on the available data for a
wide range of fuel assembly types. The spacer grid relaxation under irradiation results in a
reduction in fuel assembly frequency/stiffness. Figure 66-1 shows a distinct and repeatable
pattern of behavior for the HTP family of fuel assemblies when comparing BOL and EOL fuel
assembly properties. Furthermore, Figure 66-3 quantifies the reduction in EOL frequency over
a range of deflection amplitudes, relative to the BOL frequency measured at an amplitude of
[ ] inches. This figure shows that HTP EOL fuel assembly frequencies are within I I
of the BOL frequency measured at [ ] inches. Based on this predictable behavior for HTP
fuel assemblies, the behavior of the U.S. EPR fuel assemblies at EOL conditions can be
reasonably projected based on a single BOL frequency measurement at an amplitude of
[ J] inches.

The repeatability of the frequency test results presented in Figure 66-1 for a given test can be
addressed using test results where the same test has been repeated on the same fuel
assembly. This measure of repeatability represents the variation introduced by the testing
procedure and fixtures. Since repeated test results are not available for HTP designs, test
results are evaluated for AFA3G and Mk-BW designs (both 17x17 fuel rod arrays). The

standard deviation on frequency measurements is less than [ ] of the average value for
these designs. This uncertainty is small and can be neglected.

Since the variation in frequency/stiffness as a result of both deflection amplitude and irradiation
can be predicted based on empirical data from a wide variety of fuel assembly types, the total
expected variation in frequency/stiffness behavior of the U.S. EPR fuel can be bounded. Based
on the review of the data provided, the variation in frequency/stiffness for the U.S. EPR fuel
assembly is between a [ ] variation relative to the BOL frequency measured as
a deflection amplitude of [ ] inch. As described in the Response to RAI 64, the sensitivity
of the core region model to the effects of deflection amplitude and irradiation can be assessed
by executing multiple core region mechanical row models with fuel assembly frequencies that
vary within this range. The Response to RAI 64 demonstrated that the impact of frequency
variation as a result of deflection amplitude on spacer loads and fuel assembly stresses is small.

The final grid impact loads will be evaluated for a frequency range of [ J (the

percent frequency shift values will be: I
] ) in order to bound the full range of behavior for the HTP design. Also, for the frequency

interval which determines the highest two data points (in the example shown in Figure 64-1 the
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interval is between [ ] ) an additional grid load shall be evaluated in the middle
of that interval to assure that the highest load is captured.

The non-grid component stress (guide tubes, end fitting connections, etc.) will be obtained
directly from the two benchmarked 3-D finite element models (one BOL and one EOL

I ] ). The guide tube stress is controlled by lateral
displacement, and this lateral displacement is mainly constrained by the fuel assembly gaps,
which do not change from BOL to EOL. Also, the EOL condition is characterized by higher yield
stress due to irradiation and lower bundle stiffness. Therefore, the BOL condition is limiting both

in terms of stress and stress allowable. The frequency shift at [ ] is unnecessary for
guide tube stress, since these higher frequencies occur at low lateral displacements, which are
inconsistent with high guide tube stress. Consequently, for the purposes of reporting final guide
tube stress results, the stresses from both the BOL and EOL model shall be presented based
on the two benchmarked 3-D finite element models with super-imposed limiting case
displacements from the core model. Based on this discussion, the existing testing for the U.S.
EPR fuel assembly design is sufficient.

References:

1. BAW-10133PA, Revision 1, "Mark C Fuel Assembly LOCA-Seismic Analyses," June 1986.

2. BAW-10133PA, Revision 1, Addendum l and 2, "Mark C Fuel Assembly LOCA-Seismic
Analyses," October 2000.
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Figure 66-1-Natural Frequency % Drop from BOL to EOL

Note for Figure 66-1: The U.S. EPR EOL 2005, EOL 2012, and BOL 2003 data plotted in
this figure represent three different test sets discussed in Section 4.1.1.2.3 of Technical
Report ANP-10325P (Reference 3).
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Figure 66-2--Frequency % Delta from BOL to BOL Benchmark @ 0.25"
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Figure 66-3-HTP Fuel Assembly Designs - Frequency versus Amplitude
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RAI 67:

Identify, discuss, and justify all deviations from the previously approved methodology referenced
in BAW-10133P-A. Provide a step-by-step comparison between the U.S. EPR seismic and
LOCA evaluation methodology and the original method documented in BAW-10133P-A. Include
an explanation of how BOL and EOL conditions will be handled by this methodology, and
whether or not they will follow different analytical paths.

i. Provide a step-by-step description of the U.S. EPR seismic-LOCA evaluation. For each
step, compare it to the BAW-10133P-A and justify any deviation. This RAI covers all
aspects of the core dynamics evaluation, from the experimental determination of model
input parameters to the final determination of combined seismic + LOCA component
stresses. The goal is to provide clear documentation for the reviewers to understand
what was done and how it relates to the established methodology. At this time it is not
clear what direction AREVA will take to resolve the open technical issues, but some
changes to the BAW-10133P-A methodology are expected in the U.S. EPR evaluation.
For example, BA W- 10133P-A describes a 2D load combination method that does not
meet the 3D combination requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.92, and it further implies
that maximum deflections should be used to determine peak fuel assembly component
stresses while AREVA staff have communicated that for the U.S. EPR bending moments
are more limiting.

Response 67:

The methodology used for the U.S. EPR design is defined in a Technical Report (Reference 1).
This Technical Report provides the requested step-by-step description of the seismic-LOCA
methodology. This Technical Report references BAW-10133P-A where appropriate and
provides more detailed discussions for those areas where the methodology departs from what is
defined in BAW-10133P-A.

References:

1. ANP-10325P, "U.S. EPR Fuel Assembly - Faulted Condition Analysis," May 2013.
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RAI 68:

Evaluate the U.S. EPR at EOL conditions to determine if any aspects of the EOL condition are
more limiting that BOL. Fuel bundle stiffness is expected to change due to the relaxation of grid
springs, which would result in a different fuel assembly response to the same seismic loads at
BOL and EOL. Grid spring relaxation is also expected to affect the grid strength. The SRP
identifies BOL as the appropriate state to evaluate grid crushing load, but this is based on the
assumption that BOL is most conservative. Grid strengths should be determined in a manner
that is appropriate to the conditions being modeled.

Response 68:

This RAI focuses on the evaluation of the U.S. EPR fuel in the irradiated condition to account for
expected changes in fuel bundle stiffness and grid strength. The evaluation of the U.S. EPR
fuel bundle stiffness, in the irradiated condition, is addressed in Response to RAI 66.

The balance of this response will focus on the issue of grid strength in the unirradiated and

irradiated condition.

The discussion that follows is structured around the following three main points:

* Definition - how is grid strength defined for SSE and LOCA conditions, such that it can be
directly compared to the calculated loads from the core model and serve as a conservative
estimate of the true ultimate impact load capability of the spacer grid. This discussion is
accompanied by a detailed review of the regulatory and industry framework relevant to this
issue. Note that this discussion establishes a set of generic points regarding grid strength
definition that should be considered for either the unirradiated or irradiated condition.

* Effects of In-reactor Operation - how does the exposure to in-reactor conditions over the
service life of the spacer grid affect the grid strength. This discussion addresses relevant
mechanisms that may affect grid strength characteristics under irradiation. The
understanding of these mechanisms, and their effects, will be used to establish an
appropriate protocol to simulate these effects in testing.

" Test Protocol - identify the adequate testing conditions for both the unirradiated and
simulated irradiated conditions which would produce a conservative, but reasonable,
estimate of the true ultimate impact load capability of the spacer grid for each condition. It
should be noted that the unirradiated test protocol and subsequent definition of grid strength
is discussed here for completeness.

Spacer Grid Impact Strength Definition - Regulatory Background

This discussion begins with a review of the regulatory precedent set in SRP 4.2, and associated
guidance documents, to establish the appropriate framework and context with which to review
this question. It is followed by a review of some of the previously approved P(crit) definitions in
the industry, together with the testing methodology. This review is important because it
establishes the appropriate framework for the subsequent discussions on strength definition in
the irradiated condition as well as the test protocol for simulating irradiated conditions.
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NRC Guidance Documents Review

The current industry-wide grid strength definition is based on the guidance provided in SRP 4.2
(Revision 2 in 1981 and Revision 3 in 2007 - References 1 and 2 respectively), and one of its
background documents, NUREG/CR-1018 (Reference 3).

The SRP 4.2, Appendix A, defines the allowable crushing load P(crit) under externally applied
forces produced by earthquakes and/or postulated pipe breaks as:

"The consequences of grid deformation are small. Gross deformation of grids in
many PWR assemblies would be needed to interfere with control rod insertion
during an SSE (i.e., buckling of a few isolated grids could not displace guide
tubes significantly from their proper location),

In a LOCA, gross deformation of the hot channel in either a PWR or a BWR
would result in only small increases in peak cladding temperature.

Therefore, average values are appropriate, and the allowable crushing load
P(crit) should be the 95% confidence level on the true mean as taken from
the distribution of measurements on un-irradiated production grids at (or
corrected to) operating temperature. While P(crit) will increase with
irradiation, ductility will be reduced. The extra margin in P(crit) for irradiated grids
is thus assumed to offset the unknown deformation behavior of irradiated grids
beyond P(crit)."

It is important to note a few of the main points of this definition:

* The allowable crushing load is derived from the average value of the test sample, by virtue
of the fact that the expected deformations of grids are small, and a few isolated deformed
grids will not have an impact on coolability and control rod insertability. This shows that the
original design basis intent was to ensure that grid deformation stays low for most grids,
some grids may even buckle, and perfectly elastic operation of the grids was not required.

* It is recognized that the strength will vary from ambient temperature to operating
temperature; and a provision is made to account for the in-reactor temperature either by
performing the tests hot, or by testing cold and correcting for operating temperature. The
actual correction procedure is not specified.

* The effects of irradiation are assumed to counteract the deformation behavior; and, as such,
the Beginning-of-Life (BOL) strength is the controlling design parameter.

* The SRP 4.2, Appendix A, is focused primarily on the statistical definition of the allowable
crushing load from the grid sample data, on the condition of the test grid specimens, and on
the test environment; but it does not indicate the need to consider an individual grid test
failure criterion (maximum indicated load versus limitations on total deformation).

Background document NUREG/CR-1 018 (Reference 3) contains a more detailed discussion on
the actual definition of the grid allowable impact load. Section IV of the NUREG/CR-1018
distinguishes between two scenarios: (1) the case of "no permanent deformation," and (2) the
case involving "permanent deformation." The "no permanent deformation" case is defined by a
limited and acceptably small permanent deformation, and not as a complete absence of
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permanent deformation. The relevant paragraphs from NUREG/CR-1018 are reproduced below
for convenience.

"If spacer grid loading caused no permanent deformation of the spacer grid then
rod to rod spacing and coolant channel flow area is undisturbed and a coolable
geometry would be maintained. A small amount of permanent deformation is
almost always present after spacer grid loading. Settling of the connecting strip
joints and local deformation due to high local stresses are just two of the possible
causes of permanent deformation. Obviously, a condition of no permanent
deformation must be defined.

A sufficient condition to demonstrate that no permanent deformation has
occurred appears to be that the spacer grid remain within manufacturing
tolerances. This condition should be sufficient although possibly not
necessary because the only meaningful definition of departure from a no-
deformed condition would be that deformation which causes a measurable
perturbation in the ECCS peak cladding temperature calculation. A
manufacturing tolerance criteria should fall within this deformation definition. The
quantity to be used for comparison with the calculated results could be defined
as that load at which initial departure from the no deformation condition is
obtained."

A few important points must be highlighted:

" The items of interest when assessing whether a grid has "no permanent deformation" are
the rod-to-rod pitch and the flow channel area. These two parameters control the grid
performance and its ability to perform the coolability function. Since this is the "no
permanent deformation" scenario, control rod insertability is not the primary concern.

* The physical dimension of the overall envelope of the grid is not a concern. This dimension
only affects the grid gaps, which NUREG/CR-1018 (Reference 3) deems to be of second
order importance (Table I in Section II, sub-section 4.2.1). This point is discussed in greater
detail in a later section of this response.

" It is recognized that a small amount of permanent deformation will always be present, and
that the condition of "no permanent deformation" cannot be taken literally and needs to be
defined.

" The "no permanent deformation" condition is defined in terms of a finite but acceptably small
deformation which does not interfere with the coolability requirement. Essentially, the "no
deformation" condition is taken to mean the deformation threshold beyond which the
coolability would begin to be measurably impacted.

* Limiting the grid deformation to the manufacturing tolerances would constitute a sufficient
but not strictly necessary criterion for the "no deformation" condition.

In light of the guidance contained in the SRP 4.2, Appendix A, and NUREG/CR-1018
(References 2 and 3), an appropriate spacer grid strength definition for the "no permanent
deformation" case should be based on the maximum load that would produce a stable
permanent deformation which is still acceptable from a fuel coolability point of view. If the grid
deformation at the buckling point is within grid manufacturing tolerances, then the buckling load
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becomes the allowable grid load. Also, even in the case of the "no permanent deformation"
scenario, a measure of control rod insertability must be assured. A more detailed discussion is
presented in the section of this response titled "Proposed Spacer Grid Strength Definition and
Test Protocol for the U.S. EPR Fuel."

Previously Approved Definitions and Test Methods for P(crit)

This section discusses some of the previously approved grid allowable impact load definitions
and test protocols for both AREVA and other fuel vendors.

The current AREVA allowable grid impact load definition for PWR fuel is described in Topical
Report BAW-1 01 33PA (Reference 4) as part of the Addendum 1 and 2 methodology approved
in 2000. The grid strength definition is based on successive impact tests of increasing kinetic
energy content. The allowable grid impact load is defined as the lower bound of the 95%
confidence interval on true mean of the instability load of the grids in the test sample. The grid
is modeled as elastic all the way to the allowable impact load.

The Safety Evaluation Report found the methodology acceptable:

"Addendum 1 describes a change in the structural model of the fuel assemblies
to modify the nature of their response due to assembly-to-assembly impact at
grid locations. This applies to the horizontal core model only, and no changes are
being made for the vertical and core bounce model described in Reference 3.
This modification essentially deals with the parameters K and C in Addendum 1.
This modification will produce a more realistic response, especially when an
assembly is struck (at a grid location) from opposite sides by adjacent
assemblies or core baffle plates.

Based on the conservative assumptions and acceptable test results, the staff
concludes that the spacer grid dynamic model described in Addendum 1 to
Topical Report BAW-10133P, Revision 1 is an adequate model for modeling fuel
assembly and baffle plate impacts at grid elevations for seismic and LOCA
analysis."

It is important to point out that the grids used for the strength tests for Addendum 1 and 2 of
BAW-10133PA are of the Mk-BW type. This grid design exhibits very little deformation before
buckling; so the acceptability of the permanent deformation level for the purposes of the "no
permanent deformation" scenario, discussed above, is not challenged.

The BAW-10133PA methodology was approved for use and referencing in various designs,

such as:

* Mark-BW (a 17x17 type fuel) - This is the example analysis in Addendum 1 and 2.

" BAW-10172PA - The mechanical design report for Mk-BW (17x17) (Reference 5).

" BAW-10229PA - Mark-B11 (15x15) Fuel Assembly Design Topical Report (Reference 21).

" BAW-10239PA - The mechanical design report for Advanced Mk-BW (1 7x1 7)
(Reference 6).
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* BAW-10179PA - Safety Criteria and Methodology for Acceptable Cycle Reload Analyses -

reference fuel design Mk-B fuel (1 5x1 5) (Reference 7)

" BAW-10186PA - Extended Burnup Evaluation (Reference 22)

The HTP grid was first addressed in AREVA Topical Report EMF-93-074(P)(A), approved in
1994 (Reference 8). The grid strength was defined as the lower bound of the 95% confidence
interval on true mean of the cold condition buckling limit adjusted to operating temperature by
[ ]. Hot tests were performed as well, and
substantiated the conservatism of the strength definition in that the hot condition failure point
was [ J the cold condition buckling load, [

". The hot tests also showed that the HTP grid failure mode

in hot condition is [ ]. The relevant paragraphs
from the RAI responses (Reference 8) are reproduced below:

"Question #6: Please explain why the strength limit for the spacers is adequately
conservative given that the hot strength limit is based on a confidence bound of
the mean cold test data extrapolated to hot conditions. There are two concerns
with this approach: 1) the use of a confidence bound on the mean of test data
rather than a confidence bound on the test data, and 2) the fact that the strength
limit does not bound the two hot yield strength data points for the spacers.

Answer: The use of a confidence bound on the mean of the test data is standard
SPC methodology based on the requirements of Section 4.2 of the SRP (Section
C-1 of App. A). The hot condition strength limit given in the subject report is

based on I
]. This is a very conservative projection because of the

mode of failure in the hot condition. I HTP spacers were tested in the hot

condition. [

] Therefore, because of the mode of failure in the hot condition,

the projection of hot strength [ I is quite
conservative."

For Combustion Engineering fuel designs, the seismic methodology is described in CE Topical
CENPD-178 (Reference 9), approved in 1981. The most recently approved use of this topical
as a reference in a design report was in 2007, in Westinghouse design report WCAP-1 6500-NP-
A (Reference 10). The CE grid strength definition follows very closely the arguments presented
in background document NUREG/CR-1018 (Reference 3). The defining criterion for grid
"failure" is the channel closure. The maximum load at which there is no significant deviation of
channel dimensions from the original tolerances is deemed as the individual grid strength. The
95% confidence on true mean for the grid sample is defined as the general grid strength. The
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room temperature strength is corrected for temperature. The temperature correction is defined
by test, comparing the hot and cold strength of the grids. The relevant paragraphs are
reproduced below from Reference 9:

"LOCA: The spacer grids are the primary factor in assuring that the fuel rods
remain in a coolable array. The capability of the grids to perform this function is
determined by comparing the predicted lateral impact loads associated with the
LOCA event to the lateral strength of the spacer grid. The grid characteristics are
determined using the testing procedures described in Section A-2.0 and the grid
strength is calculated from the test results as described below:

(a) The channel closure (decrease in spacing between rods) vs. load data are
reviewed separately for each loading mode (one-sided or thru-grid).

(b) The maximum load is determined for each tested grid at which there is no
significant deviation of channel dimensions from the original tolerances.

(c) The maximum loads from the individual grids are corrected for temperature
and are combined statistically to determine a lower 95% confidence level on the
true mean. The result is the grid strength value (one value for each of the two
loading modes).

If it cannot be shown that the predicted loads are less than the grid strengths,
then it is conservatively assumed that the spacer grids are deformed to their
maximum permanent deformation. The test which is performed to determine the
reduction in flow area associated with this condition is described in Appendix A.
The reduced flow areas are used as input to a special ECCS analysis which
would determine their effect on local fuel rod coolability.

SSE: The maintenance of the coolable array under SSE conditions is also
verified by a comparison between the predicted lateral loads and the grid
strength values. The spacer grids affect the insertability of the control rods
because they provide the proper pattern for the guide tubes along the length of
the fuel assembly. A very conservative criterion for the guide tube pattern is that
the predicted lateral loads on the spacer grids do not exceed the grid strength,
since for this condition there is no significant deviation from the original pattern."

For Westinghouse fuel designs, the approved methodology is WCAP-8236 (proprietary) and
WCAP-8288 (non-proprietary) (Reference 11), released in 1973/1974. The most recent
approved reference to this methodology was in the AP-1 000 Design Control Document
(Reference 12), and the AP1000 Core Reference Report (Reference 13). The grid strength is
based on ambient temperature production grids; and the individual grid failure mode used for
defining strength is buckling under successive impacts of increasing kinetic energy. The
relevant paragraphs are reproduced below:

"... The tests were conducted at ambient temperature using prototype 17 x 17
grids. Partial length fuel tubes were inserted in the grids to simulate reactor
structural support conditions. A pendulum type impact fixture was used which
simulated the impact loads predicted by seismic analysis. The impact hammer
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weight was determined based on the fuel assembly grid span weight. A load cell
was mounted in series with the grid to measure the impact force and duration.

The grid dynamic stiffness Kg (see page 2-8), the buckling strength, and the
restitution (impact damping) were obtained from these tests and incorporated into
the reactor core (seismic) model. The grid typical buckling failure mode obtained
from the dynamic impact tests indicated local deformation of an outer row of
cells. This type of failure mode is an advantage since the thimble tube locations
are not distorted. The buckling strength obtained from the grid dynamic tests are
compared with fuel assembly grid impact forces obtained from the seismic
analyses of the reactor core model."

In the original version, the tests were performed at room temperature; but, in later applications,
the tests were performed at operating temperature (Reference 13, Page 4.2-14). The relevant
paragraphs are reproduced below:

"Grid impact testing has been performed on zirconium alloy structural grids and
the intermediate flow mixer grids indicative of the AP1000 design. The purpose of
the testing was to determine the dynamic buckling, or crush, strength of the grids.
The grid impact testing was performed at an elevated temperature of 6000F. This
temperature is a conservative value representing the core average temperature
at the mid-grid locations."

Conclusions of the NRC Guidance and Industry Practices Review

The NRC guidance in SRP 4.2 and NUREG/CR-1018 (References 2 and 3) provides the
framework for the definition of the grid strength test protocol as well as the definition of the
allowable grid impact load to be used in comparisons with the calculated accident fuel assembly
loads.

Some of the generic main points are:

1. The grid strength allowable is a statistical value set at the lower bound of the 95%
confidence interval on the true mean of a grid sample.

2. Setting the allowable at certain confidence levels on the true mean, signifies that the original
design basis intent was to ensure that most grids do not buckle, but a few isolated ones may
experience buckling without compromising the coolability and control rod insertability, as
explicitly stated in NUREG/CR-1 018.

3. The individual grid allowable strength or failure point can be treated under two scenarios:
the "no permanent deformation", and the "permanent deformation" scenario.

4. The "no permanent deformation" scenario does not imply the complete absence of
permanent deformation, but the presence of a finite but acceptably small level of permanent
deformation.

5. The true individual grid failure criterion for the "no permanent deformation" case is the
deformation threshold beyond which, the flow channel departure begins to impact grid
thermal performance in a measurable way. As a sufficient condition type of criterion, a
deformation within the grid manufacturing tolerances can be substituted for the flow channel
departure.
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Regarding the test protocol itself and the tested grid condition, the guidance is focused on the
beginning of life:

1. Production grids are to be used for test.
2. The test temperature can be ambient or in-reactor operating temperature.
3. If grids are tested at room temperature, a correction for operating temperature must be

applied.
4. The correction is not specified.

The approved industry methodologies reflect these general points.

Spacer Grid Strength - Effects of In-Reactor Operation

The SRP 4.2 bases the grid strength definition on the assumption that the beginning-of-life grid
strength is limiting, and that the effects of material irradiation hardening and of the grid cell
deformation at end of life cancel each other.

Recently, the NRC issued Information Notice 2012-09 (Reference 14) in which the base
assumption of SRP 4.2 of the BOL strength being limiting is challenged. The following
discussion will present a brief review of the effects of in-reactor operation and the industry
developments aimed at addressing this aspect of grid operation.

First it must be mentioned that, for normal operation, the effects of in-reactor operation are
addressed in the SRP 4.2 in Section I1:

"Oxidation, hydriding, and the buildup of corrosion products (crud) should be
limited, with a limit specified for each fuel system component. These limits should
be established based on mechanical testing to demonstrate that each component
maintains acceptable strength and ductility. The safety analysis report should
discuss allowable oxidation, hydriding, and crud levels and demonstrate their
acceptability."

The primary concern of SRP 4.2, Section II, is with the loss of component load capability by
degrading wall thickness via oxidation, by degraded yield strength due to increased wall
temperature (which is the result of degraded heat transfer), and by degrading the load re-
distribution capability of the material via degraded ductility produced by hydrogen pickup.
However, for spacer-grid accident analysis under externally applied loads, there are no
suggested limits on these factors.

The next sub-sections are dedicated to a discussion of the effects of in-reactor operation on
zirconium alloys in general, and on the post-irradiation spacer grid strength in particular.

Effects of In-Reactor Operation on Zirconium Alloys

This subsection focuses on the effects of in-reactor operation on the mechanical material
properties of zirconium alloys. The effects are discussed in isolation, recognizing that while
each of the factors discussed herein affect the alloy mechanical properties, the effect on grid
strength is the result of the compounded effects of the following factors: hydrogen pickup,
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irradiation hardening, irradiation induced loss of ductility, irradiation induced stress relaxation,

and oxidation.

Hydrogen Pickup

The hydrogen concentration in zirconium alloys affects both the material strength and ductility.

Ductility: The general trend is that higher hydrogen concentrations in zirconium alloys result in
lower ductility levels as measured by the ultimate elongation. For example, in unirradiated
condition, for Zircaloy-4 components, the ultimate elongation at 300 OC decreases from 20% to
8% over a range of hydrogen concentrations of 0 to 2200 ppm (Figure 68-1, reproduced from
Reference 15). In the irradiated condition, the effect of hydrogen concentration is weaker, the
ultimate elongation decreasing from 3.5% to 2.5% over a range of hydrogen concentrations of
200 to 1800 ppm. This signifies that the major effect on ductility is due to irradiation itself, and
that the accompanying hydrogen pick-up is a secondary effect. I

] Both the M5® and Zr-4 hydrogen pickup bounds are identified
on Figure 68-1 and Figure 68-2 respectively.

Strength: The material strength, as measured by the yield strength, displays very weak effects
with respect to the hydrogen concentration in both un-irradiated and irradiated conditions
(Reference 15). In the irradiated condition, the yield strength increases very slightly with
increased hydrogen concentration over the range of 200 to 2000 ppm hydrogen concentration.
The effect is clearly second order, and by comparison with the effect of irradiation on yield
strength, it can be set aside for the purposes of spacer grid mechanical strength, especially for
M5® grids, due to the very low hydrogen uptake of this material.

Irradiation Hardening

As already indicated in Figure 68-2, the general trend for all zirconium alloys is that yield
strength increases substantially with irradiation exposure at levels compatible with those
encountered during the service life of a fuel assembly component. Figure 68-3 presents the
evolution of the yield strength of M5® with fluence. It can be seen that the irradiated yield
strength is I ] than the un-irradiated yield strength at operating temperatures.
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It is also clear that the entire irradiation hardening process reaches the asymptotic value [
]. This is one of the major effects on grid strength and is

addressed in more detail in subsequent sections.

Irradiation-Induced Loss of Ductility

The general trend for zirconium alloys is that ductility, as measured by the total elongation,
decreases with increased fluence. In particular, for M5®, the total elongation at operating

temperature [ I
Figure 68-4 presents the total elongation versus fluence regression of test data for M5T" alloy.
[

] . This point will be discussed again
in the section titled "Effects of In-Reactor Operation on Spacer Grid Strength" in the context of
irradiated-grid testing.

Irradiation Induced Stress Relaxation

Zirconium alloys loose almost all pre-stress due to irradiation relaxation over a fluence range
commensurate with the in-reactor service life of a fuel assembly. This material characteristic is
of primary importance to spacer grid mechanical strength in irradiated condition, and will be
discussed in more detail later in this response. The effect on grid strength is due to the
relaxation of the grid cell springs, which reduces the stiffness of the lateral load support on the
fuel rods, and produces a degradation of the critical buckling load of the grid. Figure 68-5
presents a lower bound curve for the stress ratio vs. fluence, for a large number of zirconium
alloy specimens irradiated in an experimental reactor. The stress ratio of the irradiated vs. initial
stress are plotted versus fluence. For the purposes of this discussion, we will use the
lower-bound curve.

Oxidation

The oxidation of zirconium alloys is a direct function of the in-reactor operation. In the case of

the M5® material, the oxidation [ ] . For spacer grid

components, the oxidation of M5® strips was [ ]. The oxide
layer has been shown to increase the spacer grid strength, as will be discussed in subsequent

sections. [
]1.

Effects of In-Reactor Operation on Spacer Grid Strength

In this subsection we discuss the effects of in-reactor operation on the spacer grids mechanical
strength by reviewing the industry investigations on this issue. The publicly available
information from two AREVA competitors is reviewed first, followed by proprietary AREVA test
information.
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In 2002, Westinghouse Electric Company obtained approval for Addendum 1 to WCAP-
14204/12488 (proprietary/non-proprietary - Reference 16). This Addendum was focused on the
effects of oxidation, wall thinning, hydrogen pick-up, and grid cell relaxation. The supporting
tests were performed on 5x5 spacer grid coupons and some full grids. The oxidation, hydriding,
and corrosion effects were simulated by treatment in autoclaves. The tests did not include the
effects of irradiation directly due to the fact that the grids were being made of new material. The
strength test temperature is unclear from the publicly available information. The report
concluded that there was no appreciable change in strength from unirradiated material grids;
and, therefore, the grid crush data obtained from unirradiated grids is applicable for seismic and
LOCA analyses. The relevant passages from the SER are quoted below for convenience:

"In addition, Westinghouse tested the grid crush strength for seismic and loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) events as recommended by Standard Review Plan
Section 4.2, Appendix A. The grid samples were conditioned in autoclaves with
combined effects of oxidation, wall thinning, hydrogen pickup, and deformed grid
cells. The results showed that the grid crush strength does not change
appreciably from the unirradiated material properties. Westinghouse concluded
that the grid crush data from unirradiated grids are still applicable for seismic and
LOCA analyses. The staff has reviewed the tests and agrees that the results are
acceptable.

Based on these tests and analyses, Westinghouse asserts that the current
criterion of using a hydrogen pickup limit for structural components is difficult to
verify and does not conform to industry guidelines. The staff agrees with this
assessment that structural components other than cladding can be analyzed
more adequately using criteria based on mechanical properties such as stress,
strain, and material strength."

The same position was taken by the Westinghouse Electric Company in July 2011 in Audit
Answers for the AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool (Reference 17). The relevant paragraphs are
reproduced below for convenience:

"Is it the minimum allowable impact load based on data for irradiated API1000
grids?

No. The testing is performed on unirradiated material as noted above in SRP
(NUREG 0800) 4.2.111. 1: "unirradiated production grids at (or corrected to)
operating temperature." The SRP continues with "While the allowable crushing
load P(crit) will increase with irradiation, ductility will be reduced. The extra
margin in P(crit) for irradiated grids is thus assumed to offset the unknown
deformation behavior of irradiated grids beyond P(crit)." The SRP requires testing
at the material's weakest condition (unirradiated), as would be expected."

In 2010, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) submitted for review Topical Report MUAP-08007
(Reference 18). Grid strength was assessed under hydrided and gapped hot and cold
conditions. From the publicly available data, it can be inferred that the new material production
grid strength is higher than the simulated end-of-life condition strength. Details are not available
to support a more in-depth conclusion.
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In 2003, AREVA submitted the "Closure of Interim Report 02-002" (Reference 19). In this
communication to the NRC, the conclusions of strength testing on full-spacer grids following
actual reactor operation up to 47 MWd/kgU were made public. The main conclusion of this
report was that grid strength, in the irradiated condition, was less than the new production grid
strength. The detailed results of this test program, and those of follow-up testing, are AREVA
proprietary and will be discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.

The tests were conducted, in France, on actual irradiated AFA2G spacer grids in a hot cell. The

spacer grids were carefully examined for damage and measured prior to testing. [

The grids were collected from two fuel assemblies, one with one cycle of irradiation and another
with four cycles of irradiation, with exposure ranging from 11.9 to 46.6 MWd/kgU. Rod insertion
and extraction load tests were performed to characterize the amount of spring relaxation. Non-
irradiated grids of the identical type were prepared as control samples for inclusion in the test
program. Dynamic lateral load tests were conducted using a hydraulically driven load test

machine. The tests were conducted at 325 °C [
]. The spacer grids were loaded in a through-grid manner with the load applied

across two opposite faces. [ I.
The range of strength reduction includes both the one-cycle and four-cycle fuel assemblies.

A valuable conclusion can be obtained by plotting the grid buckling load versus the average cell
cladding insertion force. This plot for both irradiated grids as well as new production grids

(control grids), [ ", is shown in Figure 68-6. The data exhibits I
]. The cladding insertion force is a proxy for the

residual spring force still present after irradiation. For new grids, the average value insertion

load of I[ ] is common for AREVA grid designs. For the irradiated grids, the

insertion load decreases to [ 1; which is

consistent with the data in Figure 68-5. [

]1.

I
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Summary of In-Reactor Operation Effects on Grid Strength

While the effects of in-reactor operation on zirconium alloy mechanical material properties have
been the object of extensive investigations, the compounded effect of these factors on the end-
of-life grid strength and mechanical behavior is a relatively recent concern in the industry. From
the extent of review and research performed in responding to this RAI, the only publicly
communicated strength testing of spacer grids that were actually operated in a power reactor
are the AREVA tests discussed in Reference 19.

The main conclusion that can be formulated, based on the available test data on irradiated
materials and irradiated spacer grids, is that the multi-faceted effects of in-reactor operation are
clearly distinguishable at the material properties level. However, at the grid mechanical strength
level, some of these effects are of second-order importance as outlined below:

I
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All the considerations listed above will be integrated into a grid strength definition and test
protocol, which will be discussed in the following section.

Proposed Spacer Grid Strength Definition and Test Protocol for the U.S.EPR Fuel

This discussion starts by formulating the general principles and criteria that should come
together to form the spacer grid allowable crushing load definition, followed by the
implementation of these principles to the unirradiated and irradiated grid allowable crushing load
definition.

General Requirements:

This sub-section defines the design basis intent and the hardware protections which a grid-
strength definition must provide. The line of reasoning follows the principles outlined in
NUREG/CR-1018 (Reference 3).

For the U.S. EPR design, the spacer grid allowable impact loads will be defined based on the
"no permanent deformation" scenario outlined in NUREG/CR-1018 (Reference 3). Earlier in this
response, it was demonstrated that "no permanent deformation" does not mean the complete
absence of permanent deformation, but an acceptably small deformation; which is to be defined
based on the departure from flow channel performance. Figure 68-10 presents a schematic
illustration of the major requirements of a grid allowable crushing load definition. Generally
speaking, the grid loading curves presented schematically in Figure 68-10 are generated by
performing a series of impacts on the grid, each impact at a higher incoming kinetic energy than
the previous one up to the buckling point; after which, the kinetic energy level is maintained
constant. Following the test, the peak impact load at each impact is plotted against the
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permanent deformation accumulated up to, and including, that particular impact. Using
Figure 68-10 two scenarios related to grid stiffness will be discussed: (1) the relatively stiffer

grid, and (2) the relatively softer grid. The main points are summarized below:

1 . First, since the acceptability of deformation is the controlling factor, the limit
load/deformation point must be located on the stable side of the loading curve. Taking, for

example, the softer grid loading curve in Figure 68-10; the limit load must be to the left of
point "C". On this side of the loading curve, a higher incoming kinetic energy; and,
consequently, a higher impact load is required to produce an increase in the permanent
deformation of the grid. This is termed as "stable" loading as opposed to the un-stable side
of the loading curve, where it is possible to increase the permanent deformation of the grid

with substantially lower impact loads.

By setting the allowable crush load on the stable side of the loading curve, it is permissible
to use the impact load calculated from the core models as an acceptance criterion by
comparing it directly with the allowable crush load; ensuring that the grid permanent
deformation, which is the actual criterion, stays below the acceptable limits. This approach

is also implemented by the ASME Code (Reference 20), where elastic stress resultant
allowables (the formal criterion) are used to ensure dimensional stability under load (the

actual design basis intent).

In case the buckling load is exceeded, this approach does not work anymore; since it is

possible to increase the permanent deformation of the grid at substantially lower impact

loads. This is in alignment with SRP 4.2, which distinguishes very clearly between these
two scenarios and requires that cumulative plastic strains be accounted for if P(crit) is
exceeded.

2. In the case of softer grids, the acceptable deformation will be the limiting factor. The

allowable crushing load will have to be set at the load level that produces that permanent
deformation (at point "B" in Figure 68-10). In this case it is important to distinguish between
1. allowable crushing load", "grid buckling limit", or "grid strength". In a strictly mechanical

sense, the stable load carrying capability of the grid (i.e., the "grid buckling limit") can be
higher than the "allowable crushing load." Also, in this case, the reported margin on load to
an allowable crushing load can be conservative from a mechanical point of view because it
discounts the additional load carrying capability of the grid from the allowable crushing load
(Point "B") up to the buckling point (Point "C").

In the case of stiffer grids, buckling occurs inside the acceptable deformation limit; and the

grid allowable load is the actual grid buckling load (Point "A" in Figure 68-10). The design

margin is ensured by the calculated load margin to buckling.

The distinction between stiffer and softer grids is not only triggered by their design; but,
as will be discussed in the sections to follow, by the condition of the grid - new material
versus irradiated. It has been previously identified that irradiated grid tests show that
irradiated grids reach the buckling point at lower permanent deformation; and that this effect

is due to the higher yield strength of the irradiated material. This means that the same grid

design could be subject to different controlling factors in the unirradiated and irradiated
conditions. In the unirradiated condition, the acceptable deformation could be the controlling

factor; whereas in the irradiated condition, the buckling strength would be limiting.

Consequently, a scenario as the one depicted in Figure 68-11 could emerge. The softer
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unirradiated grid allowable crush load would be limited at Point B, or B*, whereas the stiffer
irradiated grid allowable crush load would be limited at Point A. Depending on the stiffness
of the unirradiated design, it is conceivable that the allowable crush load for the unirradiated
condition (which is based on deformation) could be higher, equal, or even less than the
allowable crush load at the irradiated condition (which is based on buckling load), whereas,
the mechanical strength of the unirradiated grid is higher than the irradiated grid.

3. If permanent deformation is the controlling factor, the deformed shape of the grid at the
acceptable deformation limit should be uniform (i.e., the permanent deformation should be
distributed approximately equally between the fuel rod rows) such that the change in any
individual flow channel is small. As such, a deformation pattern as presented in Figure 68-7
would not be acceptable since most of the deformation is concentrated in the few buckled
rows; whereas a deformed shape, as the one presented in Figure 68-14, would be
acceptable because the permanent deformation of the grid is uniformly distributed between
the fuel rod rows.

4. The deformed shape of the grid at the deformation limit must ensure control rod insertability.
[

It should be pointed out that the preceding discussion applies when establishing the allowable
crushing load for one individual grid. For the purposes of grid testing, a sample of grids is used
and the allowable crushing load is determined following the statistical process outlined in
SRP 4.2, Appendix A. In case the grids are deformation limited, the allowable load at the
prescribed deformation is calculated (linearly interpolated on the loading curve) for each
individual grid; and then the statistical process is applied on the individual grid allowable loads.
For buckling load limited grids, the statistics are performed directly on the buckling loads.

Proposed Allowable Crushinq Load Definition for the U.S.EPR Design - Unirradiated
Condition

The U.S. EPR fuel assembly includes three types of grids (a schematic of this arrangement is
shown in Figure 68-12):

1. HMP Grids - at the top and bottom of the assembly - these grids do not experience
impacts.

2. HTP [ ] - at the mid-elevation locations.

3. HTP[ ] - at the remaining locations.

The HTP spacer grid is characterized by a comparatively large mechanical strength, but a lower

stiffness. Therefore, in the unirradiated condition, the grid accumulates [ ] of
permanent deformation before the buckling point. Consequently, the allowable crushing load for
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this grid will be defined based on the acceptable deformation which would not cause a
departure in flow channel performance. For the U.S. EPR design, the acceptable deformation

of all HTP grids will be [ ]. In the following sub-sections we discuss the mechanical test
results used to support this definition in terms of the general requirements defined above.

U.S.EPR HTP [ .. Strip Grid - Unirradiated Allowable Crushing Load

A total of [ ] M5® grids with strip thickness of [ 1]
in the unirradiated condition, were tested at [ ] by successive impacts of increasing
kinetic energy. The plot of peak impact load at every impact versus the cumulative permanent

deformation is presented in Figure 68-13. [

Using the criteria outlined above, the HTP [ ] strip grids in the unirradiated condition are

limited by the acceptable deformation of [ ]. Therefore:

1. The allowable crushing load will be 95% confidence on the true mean on the load that

produces the [ ] deformation.

2. The allowable load / deformation limit point is located on the stable side of the loading curve.

3. At the deformation limit of [ ] the grid deformation is uniformly distributed

across the fuel rod rows, as indicated by [ I.

Figure 68-14 and Figure 68-15 present the deformed grid condition at [ ]

permanent deformation. The direction of impact is vertical in the pictures. [

4. The control rod insertability was [

The test results discussed in the previous paragraphs support an allowable crushing load limit of

[ ], and an actual buckling limit of the grids of [ ]. Recent tests have shown

that this grid design [
are

discussed in the ANP-10325P Technical Report (Reference 23).
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U.S. EPR HTP [ "I Strip Grid - Unirradiated Allowable Crushing Load

A total of [ ] Zr-4 grids with strip thickness of [ I and lattice count of 17x17, in the
unirradiated condition, were tested at I ], by successive impacts of increasing kinetic
energy. The grids are very similar to the U.S. EPR design. The only difference being
[ ], and the Zr-4 material
instead of M5®. The plot of peak impact load at every impact versus the cumulative* permanent
deformation is presented in Figure 68-17. [

Using the criteria outlined above, the HTP ' ] strip grids in the unirradiated condition are
limited by the acceptable deformation of [ ]. Therefore:

1. The allowable crushing load will be 95% confidence on the true mean on the load that
produces the [ ] deformation.

2. The allowable load/deformation limit point is located on the stable side of the loading curve.

3.

]1.

4. The control rod insertability was [

I.
The tests, outlined in the previous paragraphs, support an allowable crushing load limit of
[ ], and a buckling limit of the grids of [ I.

One point that needs to be addressed is the difference in grid strip material between the tested
grids which were made of Zr-4, and the U.S.EPR grid design which uses M5®. r

]. Therefore,

using the Zr-4 tested grid's strength is conservative.

Recent tests have shown that this grid design [

I are discussed in the ANP-10325P Technical Report (Reference 23).
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Proposed Allowable Crushing Load Definition for the U.S. EPR Design - Irradiated

Condition

It has been concluded that the major factors that influence the spacer grid strength in the

irradiated condition are

].

]

I
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[

]. The general requirements defined above would still
apply when deciding the limiting factor for defining the allowable crushing load.

]1.

I

:.

[ J. A similar post-
processing, as indicated above, was applied to the test data and the 95% confidence allowable

crushing load is [ I

A summary of the allowable crushing loads for both unirradiated and irradiated conditions is
provided in Table 68-2.

In conclusion, for the U.S. EPR HTP grids, the grid allowable crushing load for the irradiated

condition will be established based on [

I.
A further confirmation of this definition was obtained by comparing the irradiated grid tests

discussed in Reference 19 with [ I
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The I ] strength was [ I
plotted together with the irradiated grid test results obtained at operating temperature. The plot

is presented in Figure 68-21. [
]. It can be seen that the [

] grids [ ]
follows well the trend of the irradiated grids tested hot. The simulated irradiated condition grids

were [
] which would correspond to the cluster of red triangle

data points located on the left hand side of the plot (encircled in Figure 68-21).

The [

J. However, the limiting grid impact loads
occur in the middle of the bundle (positions 3 and above), and for these locations, the simulated
fully relaxed data set constitutes a lower bound.

This is further proof that the proposed EOL protocol is a realistic and representative approach
for assessing the EOL grid allowable crushing load capability and that it produces conservative

grid strength predictions [

It should be noted that the proposed protocol is conservative since: [

Table 68-1-M5® Yield Strength Comparison
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Table 68-2-Grid Allowable Crushing Loads

Figure 68-1-Ultimate Elongation for Zirconium Alloy Guide Tube
Specimens

I

Note for Figure 68-1: Data reproduced from Figure 3-15 in Reference 15. Data was obtained
from guide tube segments made of both Zircalloy-4 and Zircalloy-2 material subjected to
uniaxial tensile tests.
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Figure 68-2-Tensile Strength for Irradiated and Un-irradiated Zirconium
Alloy Guide Tube Specimens

Note for Figure 68-2: Data reproduced from Figure 3-14 in Reference 15. Data was obtained
from guide tube segments made of both Zircalloy-4 and Zircalloy-2 material subjected to
uniaxial tensile tests.
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Figure 68-3-M5® Yield Strength vs. Fluence
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Figure 68-4-Total Elongation vs. Fluence for M5®
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Figure 68-5-Irradiation Stress Relaxation for Zirconium Alloys
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Figure 68-6-Grid Buckling Load vs. Cladding Insertion Force

L
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Figure 68-7-Irradiated Grid Failure Mode
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Figure 68-8-Variation of Grid Buckling Load with Axial Grid Position
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Figure 68-9-Grid Buckling Load vs. Oxide Layer
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Figure 68-10-Spacer Grid Allowable Load Definition - Schematic 1
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Figure 68-11-Spacer Grid Allowable Load Definition - Schematic 2
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Figure 68-12-U.S. EPR Fuel Assembly Arrangement
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Figure 68-13-U.S. EPR HTP 15 mil Strip Grid - Unirradiated Test Data
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Figure 68-14-HTP Grid B30121 - 15 mil Strip - 1mm Permanent
Deformation

7
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Figure 68-15-HTP Grid B30122 - 15 mil Strip - 1mm Permanent
Deformation
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Figure 68-16-HTP Grid 15 mil Strip - Control Rod Gage
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Figure 68-17-17x17 HTP 17 mil Strip Grid - Unirradiated Test Data
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Figure 68-18-17x17 HTP 17 mil Strip Grid - Control Rod Gage
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Figure 68-19-Comparison of Rate of Strength and Relaxation vs. Fluence
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Figure 68-20-17x17 HTP Spacer Grid Test - Relaxed Grid Test, Cold and
Hot

7
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Figure 68-21-Comparison of Irradiated Hot vs. Ambient Temperature Grid
Tests
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RAI 69:

If the U.S. EPR core dynamics models predict impact forces that exceed the grid strength under
SSE or LOCA loading, explain how this will be treated in the core dynamics model. If the ability
to model inelastic grid deformation is added to CASAC fully describe this new feature and how it
is implemented. If the ability to model inelastic grid deformation is not added, disregard items i
through iv, below.

Validate the inelastic impact model with test data.

ii. Verify that this new capability does not inadvertently alter the behavior of CASAC
in the elastic range and behaves as intended in the plastic range.

iii. Discuss the collection and application of test data to the proposed inelastic grid
deformation model

iv. Examine the effect of a coincident SSE and LOCA event on the limiting dynamic
response. Add the SSE and LOCA core plate motions together in such a way as
to maximize fuel assembly component stresses and compare the results of this
study to the normal SRSS.

Response 69:

The U.S. EPR core dynamics model does not predict that the impact forces will exceed the grid
strength under SSE or SSE+LOCA conditions. Therefore the ability to model inelastic grid
deformation will not be added to CASAC.

References:

N/A.
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RAI 70:

AREVA uses a non-conservative approach to define the inelastic limit of the grid spacer impact
strength. Instead of defining the inelastic limit at the actual onset of permanent deformation,
AREVA defines it using certain criteria and the full original width of the grid. This can potentially
allow inelastic grid deformation to be under-reported by the seismic-LOCA analysis. While the
potential discrepancy on a per-assembly basis is small, additional factors make this issue a
concern for the U.S. EPR design. For one, the relatively small grid plastic deformation
discrepancy can add up to a significant amount of total additional gap when considered across a
row of 17 assemblies. In addition, the HTP grids are reported to exhibit behavior which may
warrant a more conservative approach to defining the inelastic limit. It is also expected that
AREVA will perform EOL analyses using EOL grid strength and AREVA may implement
inelastic impact behavior in their CASAC code. All of these issues make the definition of the
limit of the elastic range of the spacer grids an item of interest for the U.S. EPR. The following
items apply to both BOL and EOL cases of the U.S. EPR to seismic-LOCA evaluation.

It is assumed that AREVA will use their definition of the elastic limit in their seismic-LOCA
calculations, and this will be referred to as P(crit). This question asks for the determination of a
new grid elasticity limit P(EL), which is defined as a conservative grid impact force limit that will
preclude all plastic deformation in the grid with a 95 percent confidence level.

i. Determine P(EL) based on available grid crush test data. Compare P(EL) to P(crit)
and to the limiting seismic-LOCA impact force calculated for the U.S. EPR in BOL
and EOL cases. If the limiting impact forces fall between P(EL) and P(crit), justify
why the more conservative elasticity limit is not needed to ensure conservatism in
the seismic-LOCA evaluation.

ii. If inelastic grid behavior is modeled in CASAC, calculate the limiting seismic-LOCA
response using P(EL) to define the onset of inelastic grid behavior. Determine all
fuel assembly component stresses and compare them against the stresses
calculated using the P(crit) limit of elasticity. If the P(EL) case is more conservative,
justify why P(crit) is appropriate for defining the onset of inelasticity.

iii. If control rod insertability is based on the amount of plastic grid deformation
calculated in a core dynamics model, compare the amount of plastic grid deformation
calculated using P(EL) and P(crit) as the inelasticity marks.

Response 70:

Introduction

The RAI 68 Response describes the definition of the allowable crushing load, in line with the
design basis reasoning of SRP 4.2 and NUREG/CR-1018 (References 1 and 2), and consistent
with established and approved industry practices. A purely elastic grid allowable crushing load
would be inconsistent with SRP 4.2 and NUREG/CR-1018.. It is worth mentioning that the
ASME Code (Reference 3) allowable stress limits for level D accident conditions are based on
the ultimate strength of the material, substantially exceeding the elastic limits.
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RAI 68 addresses the criteria to ensure control rod insertion under the postulated acceptable
deformation.

This response will build upon the information in RAI 68 and provide additional information
regarding the acceptability of the grid model as part of the core row models. The issue to be
addressed below is that while the allowable crushing load definition allows a finite amount of
permanent deformation, the core row models use an elastic spring and viscous damper model
to represent the grid. Two main issues are associated with this modeling technique:

1. The capability of a linear visco-elastic element to accurately predict the peak impact loads
and the rebound velocity after impact of the actual spacer grid.

2. The small acceptable deformations of the real spacer grid allowed by the P(crit) definition
have the potential to change the fuel assembly response and the predicted loads, whereas
the linear visco-elastic grid model does not accumulate these permanent deformations.

The following two sub-sections will address these two items separately, and show that the
modeling technique used for the U.S. EPR design appropriately predicts the peak impact load at
the spacer grids.

Adequacy of the Visco-Elastic Spacer Grid Model

The acceptability of using a linear visco-elastic element to represent the main characteristics of
the actual spacer grid behavior during an impact can be shown based on the dynamic

equivalence between the model and the grid, as demonstrated by the impact tests. [

First, the characteristics of the visco-elastic grid element are discussed. Essentially, the model
is a one-degree-of-freedom system characterized by a constant stiffness and damping
coefficient. The mass is the fuel assembly mass fraction involved in the impact. Once the
impact engages, the mass is supported by the spring stiffness and the initial kinetic energy is
transformed in part into strain energy in the spring; and, in part, into heat by the viscous
damper. The equation of motion of such a system during the time duration of the impact is:

k + 2ok + 02 x=0

Where x is the coordinate in the direction of impact, ý is the damping ratio, and (o is the natural
frequency of the system (defined as the square root of the stiffness to mass ratio). Solving this
system with the initial conditions x(O)=O, and x(0) = V0, where V0 is the impact velocity, two
important characteristics of the system can be derived:

1. [

2. [
].
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So if a linear visco-elastic mechanical component were tested under repeated impacts of
increasing kinetic energy, with a constant carriage mass, [

I.
In the following paragraphs, the actual grid impact test data is compared with the theoretical

behavior of the linear visco-elastic element. [

The observations above demonstrate the adequacy of the linear visco-elastic grid model in the
core row models. The main points are:

1. The spacer grid, with all the complexities of its structure and energy dissipation
mechanisms, is dynamically equivalent to a linear visco-elastic element.

2. [
]i.

3. [ ].
4. Therefore, the linear visco-elastic element is capable of accurately predicting the peak

impact load, the maximum deflection under impact, and the rebound velocity.

5. This approach is valid in the range of impact loads up to the allowable crushing load defined
in the Response to RAI 68, due to the fact that the limit load/deformation point is located on
the stable side of the loading curve; thus, guaranteeing a limited amount of permanent
deformation.

Therefore, the linear visco-elastic grid model is adequate for the accident analysis of the U.S.
EPR fuel, up to the allowable crushing load. The following section will address a remaining
issue related to the difference in the energy dissipation mechanism between the visco-elastic
element and the spacer grid.

Core Gap Sensitivity

This sub-section addresses the issue of the accumulation of permanent deformation in a spacer
grid before the allowable crushing load is reached. The linear visco-elastic grid element,
discussed in the previous section, is an adequate modeling approach for the spacer grid impact
in the core row model in that it produces accurate values for peak impact load, deflection under
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load, and rebound velocity. However, the energy dissipation mechanism is different from the
actual grid structure. In a real grid, the energy dissipation is structural in nature and consists of
local plastic deformation and friction. In a linear visco-elastic element, the energy dissipation is
viscous in nature. This difference does not alter the prediction of peak impact load, maximum
impact deflection, or rebound velocity; but it could alter the size of the core gaps. The linear
visco-elastic element returns to zero displacement at the end of an impact; whereas a real grid
accumulates a small permanent deformation, which changes the core gap at that location.

Due to the fact that that grid deformation is stable by virtue of selecting the limit
load/deformation point on the stable side of the loading curve, this issue can be addressed as a
core gap sensitivity issue. The approach is further bolstered by the fact that the threshold
deformation is small in absolute terms (approximately half of the hot nominal core gaps). Also,
the deformation does not occur over the entire row, but only on one or two assemblies near the
baffle.

To this end, a study was undertaken to gauge the sensitivity of the reported grid impact loads to
variations in the core gaps. The assembly-to-baffle gaps were changed independently from the
assembly-to-assembly gaps. When changing the assembly-to-assembly gaps, all the gaps in
the row were modified; thus, producing an unrealistically conservative scenario. The study
matrix is 4x4, including all combinations of nominal gaps, [

The results are presented in Table 70-1. [

1.

Due to the low sensitivity to, [ 1,
the linear visco-elastic grid model is adequate and conservative.

Table 70-1-Gap Sensitivity Study Results
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Figure 70-1-Impact Behavior of a Linear Visco-Elastic Element

A
F A2

MVA2 Impact # or MVA2

Figure 70-2-Impact Test of HTP 17 mil Strip Grid 10HP2790 - Energy
Storage and Dissipation
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Figure 70-3-Impact Test of HTP 15 mil Strip Grid B30125 - Energy Storage
and Dissipation
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RAI 71:

Explain how coo/ability and control rod insertion will be evaluated in cases where plastic grid
deformation is predicted. Provide the evaluation results and demonstrate that the coolability
and control rod insertability requirements are met.

Response 71:

AREVA NP will demonstrate that the load on the grid is less than the grid strength, P(crit) and
that no significant plastic deformation is predicted. The issue of coolability and control rod insert
ability is addressed in Technical Report ANP-10325P (Reference 1).
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